
Fronting 

Whenever governments attempt to assist a group of people who are disadvantaged in some way; 

there are always opportunists who attempt to gain from it. These opportunists study the intended 

assistance to see how best they can manipulate the system in order to maximise their opportunistic 

profiteering. And sadly there is no greater abuse of opportunistic profiteering than ‘Fronting’.    

At the dawn of gender equality; ‘women in business’ was at the forefront of the revolution. Top 

minds from across the country were assembled to draft legislation that would in theory help women 

be part of the business fraternity. All this was well and good but soon government realized that in 

business you need money to make money.  

In the following years a plethora of financial packages were created for women by government, 

corporate, banks and other donor institutions in a bid to kick start women’s entrepreneurial 

endeavours. These financial packages were meant to benefit women only, but unscrupulous men 

found a loop hole in the system and boy did they capitalize.  

Men discovered that these financial packages were for all women, especially black women and 

therefore went out to find and manipulate any woman by promising her riches; and all she had to do 

was register a company in her name and apply for a business loan/grant. But the man would have 

control over the company, bank accounts and would even decide how much profit she received.  

Somehow the government and all the great minds who devised these financial packages did not 

anticipate opportunistic profiteers. But we cannot blame government; they offered help out of a 

sense of public duty. As for men, well they did it out of greed. But it is with women that the buck 

should start and stop. 

Being approached by someone offering a business opportunity is an exciting proposition. But one 

needs to think long and had without only looking at the possible financial gain.  

In this instance there are so many more bad outcomes than there are good. Take for instance the 

business loan; if the business venture fails or worst still, if the man clears out the business account 

and disappears; the bank will still require their money from you and not your silent partner. How 

about if taxes are never paid, who is Sars going to come after? And if the man decides to engage in 

criminal activity with your company such as fraud, who will the police come after?  

There are so many other scenarios but the point is; whatever business opportunity any man 

approaches you with that requires you to take all the financial risk is simply not worth it.  
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